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1 Introduction: Idiosyncrasy in manner verb argument realization?

• Studies have drawn attention to considerable argument realization differences between manner
and result verbs, often by comparing the manner verb hit and the result verb break (Fillmore 1970).

• These differences also provide the starting point for accounts of the argument realization patterns
of manner verbs and result verbs.

• However, the manner verb class deserves further study as it is not monolithic:

— In English, not all members of the class show the same argument realization options:
compare the two transitive manner verbs hit and wipe with respect to possessor raising.

(1) a. Kelly hit my arm./Kelly hit me on the arm.
b. Kelly wiped my arm./*Kelly wiped me on the arm.

— Across languages, a given manner verb may show varied argument realization options: e.g., hit.

(2) He hit the car with a stick.
ACTOR SURFACE INSTRUMENT

(3) In Caucasian languages “verbs of contact . . . take a nominative object where Indo-European
would have an instrument and a dative corresponding to the Indo-European direct object.”
(Nichols 1982:447)

(4) Cuo mashienaa ghadzh tiexar.
3s.ERG car-DAT stick-NOM strike
ACTOR SURFACE INSTRUMENT
‘He hit the car with a stick.’ (Ingush; Nichols 2011:340, (47))

This reversal in the expression of the surface and instrument arguments as object and oblique, though
attested in English, is not usually considered the default argument realization pattern.

(5) He hit a stick against the car.
ACTOR INSTRUMENT SURFACE

Goal of this talk: Argue that these are not ‘idiosyncrasies’, but ‘regularities’ by:
— identifying a property that sets the roots of the verbs hit and wipe apart;
— identifying differences in lexicalization options and argument realization priorities of languages.
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2 Properties common to manner verbs, particularly surface contact verbs

• Building on the properties that Fillmore (1970) lays out, RH&L (1998, 2010) present a set of
properties characteristic of manner verbs—properties that set them apart from result verbs.

• These properties are illustrated with surface contact verbs such as hit and wipe.

(6) SURFACE CONTACT VERBS: dab, drum, hit, mop, scrub, slap, sweep, tap, wipe, . . .

(7) The boy hit the table (with a stick).
ACTOR SURFACE INSTRUMENT

• Semantically, surface contact verbs assert contact with an entity, without entailing it changes state.

(8) a. The vandal hit the flower pot with a rock, but nothing happened to it.
b. Kerry wiped the table with a damp cloth, but it’s still as sticky and grimy as before.

• Surface contact verbs, like all manner verbs, permit a wide variety of argument realization options:

— The surface argument need not be realized as object:

(9) CONATIVE:

a. The golfer hit at the ball.
b. Cinderella scrubbed at the badly stained floor.

— In fact, the surface argument need not be realized at all, allowing the following constructions:

(10) UNSPECIFIED OBJECTS:

a. No players should hit until the players in front are out of range or are called upon to
do so. (http://www.mtgambiergc.com.au/golf/golf-etiquette.html)

b. Cinderella swept/wiped/scrubbed.

(11) NONSELECTED OBJECTS:

a. Kim drummed her fingers raw.
b. Cinderella scrubbed her fingers to the bone.

— Some surface contact verbs allow the instrument to be realized as an object, requiring the surface
to be expressed in a locative phrase; this option gives rise to the with/against alternation.

(12) with/against ALTERNATION:

a. Sam hit the fence with a stick./Sam hit a stick against the fence.
b. Kerry wiped the table with a damp cloth./Kerry wiped a damp cloth over the table.
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• Generalizing, surface contact verbs need not realize a specific argument as direct object: options
include surface, instrument, or a nonargument; see also Section 3.

• In contrast, change of state verbs require that the entity that undergoes the change—the patient—
MUST be realized and CAN ONLY be realized as a direct object (RH&L 2005).

(13) Kim broke the vase.

a. UNSPECIFIED OBJECTS: *Kim broke.
b. NONSELECTED OBJECTS: * Kim broke her fingers raw.
c. CONATIVE: *Kim broke at the vase.

3 Not all surface contact verbs are equal: Hitting verbs vs. wiping verbs

• The surface contact verbs wipe and hit each represent a subclass of manner verbs that instantiates
the flexibility characteristic of manner verbs somewhat differently (Levin 2017).

(14) HITTING VERBS: bash, beat, hit, kick, pound, punch, rap, smack, slap, tap, whack, . . .

(15) WIPING VERBS: dab, lick, mop, rub, scrub, scour, sponge, swap, sweep, towel, wipe, . . .

• The surface argument of a wiping verb may but need not be understood as an incremental theme;
i.e. wiping verbs qualify as potential or ‘latent’ incremental theme verbs (Tenny 1992:20).

(16) a. Kerry scrubbed the bathtub for hours. (quantized object; atelic)
b. Kerry scrubbed the bathtub in three minutes flat. (quantized object; telic)

— In principle, a wiping action can be applied indefinitely to a surface.

— However, when the surface has a quantized area, it can be understood as an incremental theme
whose area delimits the event.

— The surface argument of a hitting verb is never an incremental theme.

(17) Kim hit/pounded the metal for/*in five minutes.

• Although the surface may be considered the ‘normal’ object of English wiping verbs, these verbs
may take as object an argument denoting material found at this location (L&RH 1991).

(18) a. Kerry is scrubbing the bathtub.
b. Kerry is scrubbing the stains (off the bathtub).

In contrast, hitting verbs cannot take a material argument.
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Summary: There are semantically coherent subclasses of manner verbs whose members show dis-
tinct characteristic sets of argument realization options.

Components of a hitting event: An actor, a surface, a manner (degree of force, nature of force
application, iteration of force), which may involve the use of an instrument (tool, body part).

Components of a wiping event: An actor, a surface, the material (i.e. the stuff on the surface;
optional), a manner (degree of force, nature of force application, iteration of force), which may
involve the use of an instrument (tool, body part).

4 Accounting for the distinct argument realization patterns

Proposal: Privileged facets of a verb’s root underlie its distinctive distributional properties.

The approach sketched builds on RH&L (1998), as updated in Levin (2017).

4.1 Basic assumptions about event structure and argument realization

4.1.1 Roots and event structures

• Verb meaning as instantiated in a verb’s use in a particular context is bipartite:
it consists of an event schema and a root, which together constitute an event structure.
(Borer 2005, Goldberg 1995, Lieber 2004, Pesetsky 1995, Pinker 1989, RH&L 1998).

— EVENT SCHEMA: a structured instantiation of an event type
— often defined via (syntacticized) primitive predicates, forming a predicate decomposition;
— drawn from a limited inventory encompassing the event types encodable in language.

EXAMPLES: state, activity, scalar change (both causative and noncausative)

An important distinction among event schemas:
— SIMPLE (i.e. non-causative), consisting of one subevent
— COMPLEX (i.e. causative), consisting of two subevents—a causing and a result subevent
(Dowty 1979, Levin 1999, 2017, L&RH 1999, McCawley 1971, Morgan 1969, RH&L 1998).

— ROOT: a sound/meaning pairing, representing a verb’s core lexicalized meaning
— characterized by an ONTOLOGICAL TYPE, chosen from a fixed set of options;
— the set of roots is in principle open-ended.
(Grimshaw 2005, Lieber 2004, Pesetsky 1995, RH&L 1998)

Note: Contra some researchers, who deny roots have grammatically privileged content, e.g., an
ontological type (Borer 2005, Mateu & Acedo-Matellán 2012).

Two major ontological types of roots (L&RH 1991, RH&L 2010):
— RESULT ROOTS (or, more accurately state): specify key properties of a scalar change

e.g., defining the scale (or path)
— MANNER ROOTS: instantiate an ‘action pattern’ (Jackendoff 1990:34)

• The event schema—root association is determined by the root’s ontological type (RH&L 1998);
— Result roots are associated with state or scalar change event schemas or lexicalized by adjectives
— Manner roots are associated with activity event schemas
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4.1.2 Principles of argument realization

Note: In some recent work event structures are syntactically instantiated, so that argument realiza-
tion follows trivially from event structure (Borer 2005, Harley 2010, Mateu 2012). The approach
here could be recast with a syntacticized event structure.

• RH&L (1998) propose well-formedness conditions on the syntactic realization of event structures.

• Developing this idea, Levin (2017) proposes that roots impose conditions on argument realization:
grammatically privileged material lexically encoded in a root must be ‘instantiated’ in an argument.

— For result (i.e. state) roots: ‘Patient Realization Condition’ (cf. RH&L 2005, 2010)
The patient—the event participant the state or scalar change is predicated of—must be expressed.

Motivation: Determining whether a state holds requires looking at the event participant it holds of.

— For manner roots:
The event participant performing/‘instantiating’ the manner (i.e. action pattern) must be expressed.

Motivation: Determining whether an action pattern holds requires looking at the actions of an event
participant.

For surface contact verbs, this participant is the effector (cf. Van Valin & Wilkins 1996);
the manner cannot be determined from the surface since it is not necessarily affected.

Why the term ‘effector’? ‘Agent’ is too narrow: many manner verbs do not take animate, agentive
arguments (e.g., sound emission verbs, some manner of motion verbs).

• An event structure is associated with a morphosyntactic frame—or event encoding—by argument
realization principles, which are sensitive to the event structure’s components.

• Argument realization principles assumed here:
— A patient is realized as object (includes unaccusative subject). (See also Section 6.2.1)
— An effector is realized as subject.

4.2 Accounting for the shared distributional properties of hitting and wiping verbs

The Patient Realization Condition and the argument realization principles together impose strict
conditions on the realization of patients:

(19) An argument that has a result state predicated of it—a patient—MUST be realized and CAN
ONLY be realized as a direct object.

• Thus, a result root must be expressed in a construction where the argument it is predicated of is
expressed and it is expressed as an object.

• This requirement gives rise to the argument realization options characteristic of result verbs,
including the strong association between patient–object illustrated in (13).

• In contrast, manner verbs, including surface contact verbs, must express their effector argument,
as this participant ‘instantiates’ the manner—the distinctive action pattern—lexicalized in their root.
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• However, surface contact verbs differ from many manner verbs in that the conceptual content
of their root—application of force to a surface—‘licenses’ a second event participant, the surface
(‘root’ participant of Levin 2017; see also Levin 1999).

Without this participant, the action lexicalized by a surface contact root simply cannot be performed.

• Since the surface does not have a result necessarily predicated of it, it does not have to meet (19);
that is, there are no constraints on its realization.

• Thus, surface contact verbs do not impose as stringent requirements on the realization of their
arguments as result verbs.

Consequence: These verbs allow unspecified objects, as well as nonselected and other objects;
they may also be found in the conative construction.

4.3 Accounting for the distributional asymmetries of hitting and wiping verbs

• The differences between hitting and wiping verbs might largely be attributable to the nature of the
manner lexicalized, that is, to the nature of their roots.

— Hitting verbs—and events—involve contact at a point on the surface.
— Wiping verbs—and events—involve contact over an extended part of the surface.

Evidence: Wiping cannot be defined with respect to a point; it involves movement over a region.

RUBBING: smallish back and forth movements made while exerting pressure on the surface.
WIPING: longer, broader strokes which are more lightly applied to a surface.

• This difference is reflected in the conceptual content of the root.

— Hitting roots: surface understood as a point (i.e. an inherent whole)
— Wiping roots: surface understood as a region/extended area

The potential incremental themehood of the surface

• The potential incremental themehood of the surface with wiping verbs follows from its being a
region: gives extent necessary for ‘measuring out’.

The licensing of the material argument

• Surface contact events are typically carried out for a purpose, and hitting and wiping events differ
in their default associated intended results.

— Hitting events are usually carried out to (1) cause damage to the surface or (2) to set the contacted
entity in motion (although neither damage nor motion is lexicalized by the relevant verb).

— Wiping events are usually carried out to remove stuff from the surface (although removal is not
lexicalized by the relevant verb).

• The material argument found with wiping verbs may be attributed to their intended result: removal.

(20) We scraped the chocolate sauce ?*(from the cup).

• The material argument, as an object, typically co-occurs with a locative PP expressing the surface.
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• This requirement suggests the material is licensed by a locative relation between it and the surface.

• Such examples involve complex event structures consisting of a wiping event causing a change of
location event. (See Levin 2017, RH&L 1998 for more details.)

• As removal is not a typical result of hitting, a material argument is not licensed with hitting verbs.

Note: See Levin (2017) for further discussion of distributional similarities and differences between
hitting and wiping verbs.

Conclusion: Although a manner root gives rise to a particular constellation of properties, there are
finer-grained differences among manner verbs depending on the nature of the manner involved.

5 Crosslinguistic variation in the encoding of hitting event descriptions

• The Ingush argument realization pattern in (4), which is the reversal of the default English pattern,
is only one of a handful of attested options for the realization of the surface.

• A crosslinguistic survey shows two dimensions of variation in hitting event descriptions:
— The expression of the surface
— The locus of manner encoding

Note: See Levin (2015a,b) for a fuller data presentation; also see ‘References: Sources of data’.

5.1 Variation in the crosslinguistic encoding of hitting events: The surface

A given language may use more than one strategy, even if one may be preferred.

• Surface as object with hitting verb: Smith hit the fence. (English, Vietnamese)

[VP V NPSURFACE-ACC ]

• Surface as oblique with hitting verb: Smith hit at the fence.
(English, Hebrew, Lhasa Tibetan, Ulwa)

[VP V NPSURFACE-OBLloc ] or [VP V [PP Ploc NPSURFACE ] ]

(21) M raudi L *(kau) bau-t-ida.
M SUBJ L at hit-TA-3SING
ACTOR SURFACE VERB
‘M hit L.’ (Ulwa; Koontz-Garboden field notes:0405-1024)

• Surface as object if animate, but oblique if inanimate: Smith hit Jones/at the fence.
(Dutch, German, Russian, Swedish)

— Animate surface as object: [VP V NPSURFACE-ACC ]
— Inanimate surface as oblique: [VP V NPSURFACE-OBL ] or [VP V [PP P NPSURFACE ] ]
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(22) a. Jag sparkade *(på) bordet (flera gånger).
I kicked (on) table.DEF (many times)
ACTOR VERB SURFACE
‘I kicked (on) the table many times.’ (Swedish; Lundquist & Ramchand 2012:224, (2a))

b. Jag sparkade (på) honom (flera gånger).
I kicked (on) him (many times)
ACTOR VERB SURFACE
‘I kicked him many times.’ (Swedish; Lundquist & Ramchand 2012, 224:(1a))

(As the data in (22) show, the alignment of animacy and objecthood is simplified somewhat here.)

• Surface as oblique with instrument object: Smith hit the stick against the fence.
(Emai, English, Ingush, Lhasa Tibetan)

[VP V NPINST NPSURFACE-OBLloc ] or [VP V NPINST [PP Ploc NPSURFACE ] ]

(23) Cuo mashienaa ghadzh tiexar.
3s.ERG car-DAT stick-NOM strike
ACTOR SURFACE INSTRUMENT VERB
‘He hit the car with a stick.’ (=(4); Ingush; Nichols 2011:340, (47))

• Surface as first object with instrument/body part second object: Jones hit Smith a fist. (Emai)

[VP V NPSURFACE NPINST ]

(24) òhí só ójé èkpà.
Ohi smack Oje fist
ACTOR BHV SURFACE INSTRUMENT
‘Ohi punched [smacked his fist against] Oje.’ (Emai; Schaefer & Egbokhare 2004:309, (1a))

The basic observation: Across the languages surveyed, there seems to be some resistance to ex-
pressing the surface as a direct object, especially if inanimate, in hitting event descriptions.

Compare: The patient is always a direct object in causative descriptions of breaking events;
further, no animacy effects are reported.

5.2 Variation in the crosslinguistic encoding of hitting events: Locus of manner encoding

• In English, manner is lexicalized in the verb, giving rise to many hitting verbs; see Appendix.

• Languages differ in this respect:

— Most (all?) languages have at least a monomorphemic translation equivalent of English hit.

— But some (many?) languages lack ‘second-tier’ hitting verbs: monomorphemic verbs lexicalizing
hyponyms of English hit such as punch, slap, tap (e.g., Lhasa Tibetan; DeLancey 2000:13).

— Rather, they use other strategies to encode manner outside the verb, allowing finer distinctions
to be made in the hitting domain, including some lexicalized by English hitting verbs.
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Compare: Typological studies of causative alternation verbs do not suggest comparable crosslin-
guistic variation in the result verb domain (Comrie 2004, Haspelmath 1993, Nedjalkov 1969, Nichols,
Peterson & Barnes 2004).

5.2.1 Attested strategies for encoding manner content outside the verb

These strategies are used to express concepts lexicalized as second-tier hitting verbs in English.

A given language may use more than one strategy, even if one is preferred.

• Basic hitting verb (BHV) plus noun designating body part or tool
(Emai, Lhasa Tibetan, Ingush and Nakh-Dagestanian more generally)

(25) “a predication type in which verbs collocate with specific parts of speech to express mean-
ings that languages of another type express primarily with a single verb lexeme.” (Schaefer
& Egbokhare 2004:309 on Emai)

(26) òhí só ójé èkpà.
Ohi smack Oje fist
ACTOR BHV SURFACE INSTRUMENT
‘Ohi punched [smacked his fist against] Oje.’ (Emai; Schaefer & Egbokhare 2004:309, (1a))

(27) INGUSH VERB-NOUN COMBINATIONS (Nichols 1984:189, 2011:341, 468):
kur tuoxan, literally ‘horn hit’, means ‘butt’, not ‘hit with a horn’
cerjg tuoxan, literally ‘tooth strike’, means ‘bite’, not ‘hit with a tooth’
urs tuoxan, literally ‘knife strike’, means ‘stab’, not ‘hit with a knife’
tuop tuoxan, literally ‘rifle strike’, means ‘shoot’, not ‘beat with a rifle’

Like English denominal verbs, some verb-noun combinations take on conventionalized meanings.

• Light verb plus ‘contentful’ noun (Italian, Portuguese, Spanish)

— In Romance, the light verb corresponds to ‘give’, but ‘put’ is a possibility in some languages.

— The light verb’s object is described by Baptista (2004:31) as a ‘violent action noun’, productively
formed by affixing –ada in Portuguese (or a Romance cognate) to a noun denoting a tool/body part.

(28) O João deu [uma bengalada] [ao Pedro].
the John give.PERFPST3s a caning to.the Peter
ACTOR LIGHT VERB MANNER SURFACE
‘John gave a cane-ada, i.e. a caning, to Peter.’ (Portuguese; Baptista 2004:36, (18c))

(29) BASES FOR –ada NOUNS: agulha ‘needle’, bastão ‘club, staff’, bengala ‘cane’, chibata
‘switch, rod’, faca ‘knife’, porra ‘club’, . . . (Portuguese; from Baptista 2004:39–40)

— A few simple nouns (pontapé ‘kick’, murro ‘punch’) can enter into such verb-noun combinations.

— English allows a version of this strategy: give plus a noun zero-related to a verb.

(30) Tracy gave the door a kick/punch/whack.
ACTOR LIGHT VERB SURFACE MANNER
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• Basic hitting verb or light verb plus ideophone (Emai, Japanese)

(31) BASIC HITTING VERB PLUS IDEOPHONE:
Yukiko-ga doa-o gongon(-to) tatai-ta.
Yukiko-NOM door-ACC ‘bang’(-ADV) hit-PST
ACTOR SURFACE IDEOPHONE BHV
‘Yukiko banged the door.’ (Japanese; based on Kageyama 2007:47, (36))

(32) LIGHT VERB suru ‘do/make’ PLUS IDEOPHONE:
Hahaoya-ga [akatyan-no senaka-o] tonton suru.
Mother-NOM baby-GEN back-ACC ‘tap’ do.PRES
ACTOR [ SURFACE] IDEOPHONE LIGHT VERB
‘Mother taps her baby on the back.’ (Japanese; Kageyama 2007:44)

Compare: English, which has onomatopoeic hitting verbs based on sounds produced through sur-
face contact: bang, clink, clatter, thud, thump, whack, . . . (Richardson 1983, Stringer 2011:18).

5.2.2 On manner verb inventories

The basic observation: The manner component is lexicalized in a simple verb in some languages,
while (at least some of) it is preferentially expressed outside the verb in other languages.

• The strategies for encoding manner outside the verb provide a means of expressing notions lexi-
calized as second-tier hitting verbs in English.

• Further, crosslinguistic variation in the richness of verb inventories is well documented in the
manner of motion domain and noted in other manner domains.

• In the motion domain, variation is discussed in conjunction with the ‘V(erb)-framed’ vs. ‘S(atellite)-
framed’ language distinction, which reflects the encoding of the path in a directed motion event.

• Slobin (2000, 2004a, 2004b, 2006) highlights considerable variation in the size and diversity of
manner of motion verb inventories (Matsumoto 2003, Slobin 2006, Verkerk 2013).

• Specifically, manner of motion verb inventories show the structure of hitting verb inventories:

(33) “Languages seem to have a ‘two-tiered’ lexicon of manner verbs: the neutral, everyday
verbs—like walk and fly and climb, and the more expressive or exceptional verbs—like dash
and swoop and scramble. In S[atellite-framed]-languages, the second tier is extensive and
elaborated, making distinctions that do not play a role in the considerably smaller second
tiers in V[erb-framed]-languages.” (Slobin 1997:459)

• Interestingly, languages may compensate for small manner of motion verb inventories with verb-
ideophone combinations (Akita 2008, Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2006, 2009, Matsumoto 2003, Schaefer
2001, Slobin 2004b:233–235, Stringer 2011, Sugiyama 2005, Wienold 1995:319–322).
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MANNER OF MOTION IN JAPANESE (Wienold 1995:320, Table 8; see also Shibatani 1990)
Ideophone Verb Gloss
yochiyochi aruku ‘walk’ ‘toddle, totter’
sutasuta aruku ‘walk briskly’
burabura aruku ‘stroll’
tobotobo aruku ‘trudge along, tread on’
shanarishanari aruku ‘walk daintily’

• In fact, Japanese uses ideophones in combination with a more general or light verb to make fine
distinctions in various manner domains: manner of motion, laughing, crying, looking
(Shibatani 1990:155, Tsujimura 2007:449, Wienold 1995).

• Thus, the crosslinguistic variation is about locus of lexicalization, not just lexical inventory size.

6 What gives rise to the different realizations of the surface?

Proposal: Two factors underlie the attested encodings of hitting events:

(i) where a language prefers to encode the manner component, including the instrument:

Some languages must express at least some part of the manner component outside the verb, e.g., as
a complement of a light verb or basic hitting verb or as an adverbial element (e.g., ideophone).

(ii) what degree of affectedness the language requires for realization as direct object,
i.e. its semantic determinants of objecthood and the priorities it establishes among them:

Some languages resist expressing the surface as a direct object, especially when inanimate, appar-
ently requiring a high degree of ‘affectedness’ for objecthood.

Goal: to show encoding options for hitting events largely arise from crosslinguistically applicable
argument realization principles interacting with a language’s lexical and morphosyntactic resources.

• This section provides a first sketch of where an answer might lie.

6.1 The contribution of manner encoding to the realization of the surface

• When manner content is expressed in an ideophone as in Japanese:

— Ideophones, as adverbials (Kageyama 2007:37), do not occupy an NP ‘slot’.

— Thus, a basic hitting verb’s object ‘slot’ is still available for the surface.

• When manner content is expressed via a verb-noun combination:

— The noun is syntactically an object (though sometimes in an attenuated sense; cf. the light verb
literature). (The reasons for its objecthood need further investigation.)

—An oblique realization of the surface is needed, with the precise realization dependent on the
verb: location if ‘put’/‘hit’ (Emai, Ingush), recipient/goal if ‘give’ (Romance).
(Exception: if the language allows double objects (e.g., Emai).)
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(34) òhí fí úkpóràn vbì òtòì.
Ohi hit stick LOC ground
ACTOR BHV INSTRUMENT SURFACE
‘Ohi hit a stick on the ground.’ (Emai; Schaefer & Egbokhare 2004:314, (12c))

(35) [O João] deu [uma bengalada] [no carro].
the John give.PERFPST3s a caning in.the car
ACTOR LIGHT VERB MANNER SURFACE
‘John hit the car.’ (Portuguese)

• Thus, the oblique realization of the surface follows without additional argument realization rules.

6.2 The contribution of other semantic determinants to the realization of the surface

• Observation: The surface (unlike a patient) need not be an object and may be an oblique.

• Unlike the patient of a change of state verb, the surface of a hitting verb does not have a result
predicated of it, so it is not constrained to be an object (cf. (19)).

6.2.1 A key semantic determinant: Affectedness

• Affectedness (M. Anderson 2004, S. Anderson 1977, Beavers 2011), a frequently proposed se-
mantic determinant of objecthood, is implicated in the realization of the surface as an object.

• Affectedness is cited in hitting event encoding by Tsunoda (1985): the surface of a surface contact
verb is less affected than the patient of a change of state verb.

• The differential crosslinguistic expression of the surface can be explained by positing that lan-
guages differ in the degree of affectedness required for objecthood.

(36) The Affectedness Hierarchy:
scalar change > potential for psychological & physical change > potential for change >
unspecified for change
(Inspired by Beavers 2010:835, 2011, Lundquist & Ramchand 2012)

— This hierarchy is organized from stronger to weaker affectedness.

— It collapses Beavers’ ‘quantized change’ (i.e. bounded scalar change) and ‘non-quantized change’
(i.e. scalar change) under ‘scalar change’ as this finer distinction is not relevant here.

— The inclusion of ‘psychological change’ allows animacy sensitivity to be subsumed under af-
fectedness: animates, as sentient entities, are “experientially affected by the event” (Lundquist &
Ramchand 2012:230; see also Dowty 1991:596, de Swart 2014).

• A surface shows ‘potential for change’ as it is associated with a cancellable implicature that it
undergoes a change related to the result conventionally associated with the action denoted by the
verb. (See Talmy 2000 for more discussion.)

• Every language chooses a cut-off point on the hierarchy; arguments bearing semantic types to the
right of the cut-off point do not qualify for expression as objects.
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• Three language types emerge according to choice of cut-off point:

Scalar change: Only patients, as arguments that undergo a scalar change, qualify as objects.
CONSEQUENCE: All surfaces are expressed as obliques. (Ulwa)

Potential for psychological & physical change: Patients and animate surfaces qualify as objects.
CONSEQUENCE: Inanimate surfaces are expressed as obliques. (Dutch)

Potential for change: Patients and all surfaces qualify as objects. (English)

6.2.2 A competing semantic determinant: Moving entity

Observation: An ‘instrument’ may be the object of a hitting verb, with the surface then an oblique.

Examples: The against variant of the English with/against alternation and the primary encoding of
hitting events in Caucasian languages.

(37) Sam hit a stick against the fence.

• However, in a hitting event, the instrument moves into contact with the surface, qualifying as a
theme in the localist sense (Gruber 1965, Jackendoff 1976, 1983) or a Talmyan figure (1975).

Proposal: An entity moving along a path—a theme—may qualify for realization as an object.

Why? Directed motion along a path also qualifies as a type of scalar change, but in a different
domain than changes of state (RH&L 2010).

Question: How does this semantic determinant interact with the Affectedness Hierarchy (36)?

• The English against variant provides a realization of a verb’s arguments where a moving entity
receives priority over the surface as object.

That is, ‘moving entity’ and ‘entity with potential for change’ are equally ranked as determinants of
objecthood in English.

• However, as analogues of the against variant instantiate the primary encoding of hitting events in
some languages (e.g., Nakh-Dagestanian), in these languages ‘moving entity’ takes priority.

Note: Whether to integrate the notion ‘moving entity’ into (36) is left for future exploration.

7 To conclude: Hitting the high notes

• A comparison of hitting and wiping event encoding in English serves to illuminate how manner
in general vs. the manner lexicalized by members of a specific manner verb subclass contribute to
the distinct argument realization options of each subclass.

• Common, abstract argument realization principles are at work across languages, with crosslin-
guistic diversity in event encoding receiving an independent account in terms of language-specific
lexical and morphosyntactic properties.

• The idiosyncrasy in the introduction is only apparent!
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Appendix: English hitting and wiping verbs

(38) Hitting verbs

a. INVOLVING A BODY-PART: bite, butt, claw, elbow, kick, knee, nip, paw, peck, pinch,
punch, scratch, slap, slug, smack, spank, . . .

b. INVOLVING A TOOL: bat, belt, birch, bludgeon, cane, club, cosh, cudgel, cuff, flog,
hammer, knife, lash, paddle, paddywhack, stab, strap, truncheon, whip, . . .

c. INVOLVING DEGREE/NATURE OF FORCE: bash, batter, beat, bonk, bop, buffet,
bump, clobber, conk, dash, drum, hit, jab, knead, knock pat, poke, pound, prod,
pummel, ram, rap, smash (where no effect implicated), sock, strike, swat, swipe,
tamp, tap, thrash, wallop, whup, . . .

d. INVOLVING A SOUND ON IMPACT (ONOMATOPOEIC): bang, clink, clank, clatter,
thud, thump, thwack, whack, . . .

(39) Wiping verbs

a. INVOLVING A BODY PART: lick, suck, . . .
b. INVOLVING AN INSTRUMENT: brush, comb, file, filter, iron, hoover, hose, mop,

plow, rake, sand, sandpaper, shear, shovel, siphon, sponge, suction, swab, towel,
vacuum, . . .

c. INVOLVING A VARIETY OF MANNERS: buff, dab, polish, rinse, rub, scour, scrape,
scrub, shave, skim, squeeze, sweep, wash, wipe, wring, . . .

Data source references

Baptista, J. (2004) “Instrument Nouns and Fusion. Predicative Nouns Designating Violent Ac-
tions”, in C. Leclère, É. Laporte, M. Piot, M. Silberztein, eds., Lexique, Syntaxe et Lexique-
Grammaire—Syntax, Lexis and Lexicon-Grammar, John Benjamins, Amsterdam, 31-39. [Por-
tuguese]

Botwinik-Rotem, I. (2003) “PP-Verbs: The Phenomenon of Obligatory Ps”, in W. Heeren, D. Papan-
geli, E. Vlachou, eds., OTS Yearbook 2003, Research Institute for Language and Speech, Utrecht
University, Utrecht, 9-16. [Hebrew]

Catford, J.C. (1975) “Ergativity in Caucasian Languages”, NELS 6, 37-48. [Caucasian languages]
de Swart, P. (2014) “Prepositional Inanimates in Dutch: A Paradigmatic Case of Differential Object

Marking”, Linguistics 52, 445-468. [Dutch]
DeLancey, S. (2000) “The Universal Basis of Case”, Logos and Language 1:2, 1-15. [Lhasa Tibetan]
Halevy, R. (2007) “Transitive Verbs with Non-accusative Alternation in Hebrew: Cross-language

comparison with English, German and Spanish”, in N. Delbecque and B. Cornillie, eds., On
Interpreting Construction Schemas, Mouton de Gruyter, Berlin, 61-100. [Hebrew]

Kageyama, T. (2007) “Explorations in the Conceptual Semantics of Mimetic Verbs”, in B. Frellesvig,
M. Shibatani, and J.C. Smith, eds., Current Issues in the History and Structure of Japanese,
Kurosio Publishers, Tokyo, 27-82. [Japanese]
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Kroeger, P. (2010) “The Grammar of hitting and breaking (and cutting) in Kimaragang Dusun”,
Oceanic Linguistics 49, 2-20. [Kimaragang Dusun]

Lundquist, B. and G. Ramchand (2012) “Contact, Animacy and Affectedness in Germanic”, in P.
Ackema, R. Alcorn, C. Heycock, and D. Jaspers, eds., Comparative Germanic Syntax: The State
of the Art, John Benjamins, Amsterdam, 223-248.

Masini, F. (2012) “Some Notes on Italian Hitting Verbs”, unpublished ms., Stanford University,
Stanford, CA. [Italian]

Nichols, J. (1984) “Direct and Oblique Objects in Chechen-Ingush and Russian”, in F. Plank, ed.,
Objects, Academic Press, New York, 183-209. [Ingush]

Nichols, J. (2011) Ingush Grammar, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA. [Ingush]
Palancar, E. (1999) “What Do we Give in Spanish When We Hit? A Constructionist Account of

Hitting Expressions”, Cognitive Linguistics 10, 57-91. [Spanish]
Pham, H. (1999) “Cognate Objects in Vietnamese Transitive Verbs”, Toronto Working Papers in

Linguistics 17, 227-246. [Vietnamese]
Schaefer, R.P. and F.O. Egbokhare (2004) “Emai Contact Constructions: Beyond Verbs in Series”, in

A. Akinlabi and O. Adesola, eds., Proceedings of the 4th World Congress of African Linguistics,
New Brunswick 2003, Rüdiger Köppe, Köln, 309-318. [Emai]
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